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Lateral variations in fracture intensity may be determined from relative amplitudes of split shear-waves in
seismic sections (Mueller 1992). This offers the possibility of delineating fracture reservoirs using
shear-wave data. However, such usage requires carefully controlled amplitude processing, in a similar
way to P-wave AVO, to properly recover and preserve the reflections from the target zone. Here we
suggest an approach which meets this requirement.

Our approach to shear-wave amplitude processing involves ,a combination of both conventional and
specific shear-wave procedures (Figure I), The conventional procedures are similar to those suggested
for P-wave AVO analysis by Yu (1985) and include compensation for spherical divergence, attenuation,
and other amplitude-dependent factors. The shear-wave procedures include vector wavefield separation
and overburden amplitude correction, and are designed specifically to deal with multicomponent data.

Vector wavefield separation decomposes the multicomponent wavefields into the principal scalar
wavefields, which can then be processed separately by conventional scalar methods. With
fouricomponent  geometry (two-horizontal sources & two horizontal receivers) for shear-wave splitting, a
linear-transform technique (Li and Crampin 1993) can be used to decompose the four-component data
matrix into two principal body wave modes: the fast (@I) and slow (qS2) split shear-waves.

Overburden amplitude correction compensates anisotropy effects, source and receiver responses, and
other near surface anomalies. Although deterministic techniques have been developed for these
corrections (MacBeth et al. 1992), here we take a statistical approach. After stacking qS1 and qS2, an
average amplitude-variation pattern in the overburden is calculated for each CMP location in the qS/ and
qS2 sections. A common overburden scaling factor is then derived and applied to both sections.

We illustrate the approach with a surface line from South Texas, USA. Two zones of amplitude
dimming can be seen in the stacked qS/ and qS2 sections (Figure 2a & 2b). obtained by applying the
sequence in Figure 1. These dim spots correlate with three horizontal wells (Figure 2). The production
of these three wells also correlates with the azimuths of the wells and the reservoir fractures (Table 1).
These amplitude anomalies are not evident in stacked sections without overburden amplitude corrections.
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Fig. 1. Controlled amplitude processing
for shear-waves. The plain boxes are
conventional processing procedures, and
the shaded ones are specific shear-wave
procedures.
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Fig.2. Stacked qSI and qS2 sections using the sequence
in Figure I. WI, W2 and W3 are horizontal wells, and
the three bars above the well symbols stand for the
azimuth of the wells; the other bar for the dominant
fracture strike. Note that the two amplitude dim spots
correlate with these wells.

Table I : Production record of.the three horizontal wells WI, W2 and W3 in Figure 2. Data supplied by
Amoco Production Company. Note that the production correlates with the direction of drilling. Wl has
maximum production, being drilled towards the dim spot and perpendicular to the dominant fracture
strike; W2 has the least production, being drilled towards the dim spot but parallel to the fracture strike;
W3 has moderate production being drilled perpendicular to the fractures but away from the dim spot.

Well Maximum Cumulative Period
Name Barrel Per Day Production (BBLS) (Month)

Wl 600 108,000 14

w 2 300 ~i,ooo 19

w 3 370 74,600 21


